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Story
Forced to move every twelve days, what would happen to your life?
It’s 1927. Rembrandt is the only child in the tiny community of Three Farms and his two
aunts grow desperate for babies of their own. Hope and Hell arrive in a mysterious black
bottle, and on a moonless night a dark spell is cast. Soon after, a man wearing a black
top-coat and a ‘glad-ta-meet-ya’ smile comes to visit. The devil seeks payment, and a
dangerous wager is made. Until they can defeat him, Rembrandt, Pa, and Uncle
Thompson must embark on the journey of their lives, for if they stay in one place for
more than twelve days terrible things happen. But where and when will they find a
champion capable of defeating the Black Bottle Man?
Time ticks.
Lives change.
Every twelve days.

About the Author
Craig Russell grew up on what may be the flattest half-section of land on the planet, six
miles north of Carman, Manitoba. He is now a lawyer and lives in Brandon.
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Reader’s Guide for Black Bottle Man

General Questions
1. Do you think Rembrandt will find Leona? What do you imagine happened
in her life? How will she feel about seeing him?
2. At the beginning of the book what did you think about Aunt Annie and Aunt
Emma? Does your opinion change when Rembrandt sees them again in
Montreal?
3. Annie loved her brothers so much that hating them was easier than
grieving for them. How does that make you feel?
4. How do you feel about Rembrandt’s love for Leona?
5. Leona’s horse, Rocky was sold for slaughter. Have you ever lost an
animal you loved? Tell the class or book club a story about your pet.
Music
1. Listen to the song I Dreamt I Dwelt in Marble Halls. If that was the theme
song for a character in the novel, who’s would it be?
History
1. Identify one historic event mentioned in the novel that you were not
familiar with. Research that event and report to the class or book club.
Photography
1. Find photographs on the Internet that were taken in 1936 at the North
Conway, New Hampshire summer festival and horse show. Which
photographs do you think are of the people who lived in North Conway?
Which are of the people who arrived on the train? Who was the
photographer? Where was he from? What famous photographs did he
take?
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English Studies / Language Arts
1. Identify a word that you haven’t encountered before. Define that word
based on context.
2. Identify another book, short story or play that was referenced in the novel.
What thoughts or feelings did that reference evoke? How does this
enhance the story?
Examples:
• Thornton Wilder’s play, Our Town.
•

E.B. White’s children’s book, Charlotte’s Web.

•

Stephen Vincent Benét’s short story, The Devil and Daniel
Webster.

•

Robert Meredith Willson’s musical, The Music Man.

3. Identify a Biblical reference in the novel. What thoughts or feelings did that
reference evoke? How does this enhance the story?
Examples:
• The miracle of the Loaves and Fishes.
•

Judas Iscariot and the 30 pieces of silver.

•

Return of the prodigal son.

4. Which loss affected young Rembrandt’s life most profoundly? Pa’s death?
Thompson’s? Leaving Leona? Or some other event?
5. Discuss the use of foreshadowing in the novel.
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Social Studies
1. Have you ever felt you had to defend your family honour?
2. How would the twelve day rule affect your life?
3. Do you have a porch or veranda on your house? Is it true that porches are
meant for goodbyes? Where do people say goodbye in your home?
4. The novel says that a wife and mother’s role was to keep the peace. Is
that still true today? What has changed?
5. If you could invent a sign what would it do?

Drama / Theatre Arts
1. Choose a passage to read aloud to your class or book club. What
interested you about that passage?
2. Choose a passage that is mostly dialogue and re-create that scene.
Examples:
• Mrs. Arlington and Uncle Thompson discussing the amputation of
Rembrandt’s arm.
•

Mr. and Mrs. Evans talking about his new job in Sugar City.

•

Leona and Rembrandt on the porch swing.

•

Ma and Rembrandt or Rembrandt and Aunt Annie in Montreal.

3. Improvise a scene between two characters in the novel who never meet.
Examples:
• Ma and Mrs. Arlington.
•

Uncle Billy and Leona.

•

Mrs. Evans and the Black Bottle Man.

•

Aunt Emma and Raymond Brewer
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Religious & Philosophical Studies
1. Many of the characters in the novel have sinned. Who can God forgive?
Who might not be forgiven?
2. Although Rembrandt is clearly a deeply religious person, at one point he
rejects the Book of Leviticus. Can a person reject part of the Bible and still
be a Christian? What parts of the Bible do people ignore today?
3. Rembrandt thinks that “An extra commandment or two could have saved a
lot of trouble.”? Do you agree? What additional commandments would
have been helpful?
4. If the Bible is the expression of God’s views from 2000 years ago, could
his opinions have changed?
5. Can prayers influence God?
6. Pa believes in free will. The champions believe in destiny. Who is right?
7. Freedom of the Press has quite a negative effect on Gail. Do you think
Freedom of the Press is essential? Or do you think it should ever be
limited?
8. Rembrandt says that stories about heroes like King Arthur lead men to
war. Does that idea have merit? Would the world be a better place if we
didn’t have such stories?
9. Annie sold her soul to have a child. Can you imagine doing this?
10. Discuss the concept of redemption and how it is handled in the novel.

